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Patron’s Message
"I was delighted that the Chennai BBG volunteered to host the 2nd Annual
Conference. As the newest of the BBGs in India and after a successful inaugural event in Goa, the Chennai Committee knew they were taking on a major
responsibility for this year's event. However, I never doubted that they were
up to the task and with generous support and advice from BBG colleagues
around the country, I think everyone will agree that they pulled it off in handsome style.
Thanks to generous sponsorship from VST Grandeur, the Jaguar Land Rover
dealers, the pre-Conference reception got us off to a flying start. It was
terrific being able to host many members from Mumbai, Delhi, Goa and
Pune, as well as friends from Kolkata (and Dubai). It was also nice to be able
to welcome DHC and UKTI colleagues from around the country. And the
Chennai members were wonderful co-hosts.

I was delighted that Sir James Bevan, the High Commissioner, was in Chennai to deliver the keynote
address. After a lovely introductory film about the history and business environment in Chennai, James's
speech gave the Conference exactly the start it needed. It's optimism about India, particularly for those
taking a long-term view, and the balanced tone about the breadth of opportunities for UK firms across
sectors and geography, set the tone for the day.
Although I was not able to attend every session, the mix of UK and Indian firms, large and small, old and
new, gave the audience a real sense of the opportunities and challenges in today's business environment
in India. I was struck that although this has been a difficult year economically and politically in India, there
was plenty of evidence to suggest that business was ticking along in some places and sectors.
It was also encouraging to hear the comments of many about the relevance of BBGs in supporting UK
firms in India. Personally, I hope UKTI can continue to work closely with the BBGs to develop our partnerships and assist even more members in the future.
I would like to place on record my sincere thanks to everyone who made the Conference such a success.
Christie, the Committee and the team of helpers deserve huge credit for an excellent show.
I look forward to seeing old friends and making new acquaintances next year. Thank you again to all BBG
members for supporting Chennai in 2012.

Mike Nithavrianakis
Deputy High Commissioner for South India
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A Word from the Chairman
Organising a major pan-India Conference covering 5
BBGs and the BHC /BDHCs and related UKTIs is indeed a
challenge. Having pitched for this with BBG Chairs at the
Delhi meeting in April 2012, we felt enthused enough to
go for it. Things hotted-up through May/June with the
selection of the hotel, venue and negotiating a good deal
with Hyatt, Mount Road. The big task was setting the Conference theme and the Agenda – Stan Evans of Porsche
came up with the superb tag-line – “Great Jubilee”, which
had just happened & “Great Olympics” which we knew
would be a huge success and added: “Great Britain, Great
Business with India”
One big boost all the Committee and members got was from Peter Spackman, our Co-Chairman’s graphic
designer, Paul Catteau sitting all the way in Coventry. Paul presented us with an inspired Conference logo
and Chennai sky-line, all of it reflected into the Bay of Bengal (as seen on cover of this report) – our grateful appreciation to Peter and Paul of Stadco Auto, for creating a delightful blue setting for our theme and
for the back-drop of the stage at the venue/ for the roll-up displays. All of these helped keep our members
interested in supporting us and many of them agreed to sponsor event.
During June, I did manage a visit to Pune to call on the Committee of BBG Pune and tell them about the
Chennai Conference. Also on a business trip in August, I attended the monthly meeting of BBG Mumbai
and had opportunity of inviting Mumbai members to the Conference.
The major job for any meet is the structuring of the Conference content, but here we had the best BBG
skills for such a task in Mark Runacres of Delhi. From an outline programme, Mark very quickly and
efficiently put together the terrific agenda that the 220+ attendees/ guests benefitted from (see
programme). Again identifying speakers and getting them to come, is never easy. Most of the best speakers run major businesses and we found many unable to confirm. Mark and I, then had to SOS, the past masters in this field - Roger Pereira and Alan Rosling who came up with brilliant ideas and speakers, all in a
very short period. Right till the end, we had last-minute drop outs from Chennai speakers and Mike Nithavrianakis pitched in to make up final programme.
Securing sponsorships for such events is never easy, but we were helped with prompt responses by all the
sponsors of last year’s Goa Meet. But it was 13 of Chennai’s own members who provided the main funding
to make event viable – I am indeed most grateful to Mark for his strong support here and to all the sponsors, who helped make event a resounding success.
The Chennai Committee and members had wished for some cultural programme with the Cottingley
reception and cocktails following Conference, though many prefer to use time for networking. A traditional South Indian dance programme was arranged for Cottingley, which suited the occasion. For the
evening of the Conference day,we could present a brief dance spectacle of dazzling kathak with accompanying music and light-effects that held the audience spell-bound and captivated.
All-in-all, our experience of hosting the 2nd National Meet has been very gratifying with Hyatt rising to
occasion and delivering superb venue and hospitality. We were happy to have had so many of our
BDHC/UKTI friends and BBG members from other cities and several overseas attendees, enjoy their visit
to Chennai.

Christie Cherian
Chairman BBG Chennai
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“Four Myths and One Big Idea” – Sir James Bevan, British High Commissioner
I want to dispel the four myths we seem to hear these
days about business environment in India and UK
• Myth number 1: Indian Economic Miracle is over –
for me there are many indicators which show that is
not quite true. Look at the stories of returning Indians
and the reverse brain drain. That is a good indicator. I
see a lot of optimism in India today that is good and
tomorrow will be even better. Miracles are happening
in front of us and we should celebrate. Wherever I
meet people, it feels like the growth is 10% and that is
an opportunity for the business.
•
Myth number 2: India is too tough for British Business? – India’s strategic goal is transformation
through inclusive growth. For that India needs, Investment, Infrastructure, Design and Delivery capability. India needs to build new Cities. India wants to shift its workforce from Agriculture to Industry; India
needs lot of Energy and Power; India wants to educate 500m people; India wants to provide better
healthcare to its people; Indian people want access to luxury goods; India wants to build superior
defence infrastructure. Of course, all these are tough challenges and very big opportunity areas for
British Businesses.
•
Myth number 3: UK is ﬁnished.– Let me tell you, UK’s best days are not behind, they are ahead of
us! UK is 7th largest with a $2.4 trillion a year economy!! It has AAA rated debt. By any measure that is
still huge!! UK has the right economic fundamentals with highly educated and flexible work force, with
most business friendly environment in the world. There are many factors to be confident about its
future!
•
Myth number 4: Britain is closed! – Well, let me set that straight! In the UK net immigration will
reduce, to maintain social cohesion. UK is still committed to welcoming the best and the brightest. All
legitimate students and business visitors are very welcome in Britain!
Sir James closed his remarks with a quote about diplomacy, “diplomacy is the art of saying “nice doggie”
until you can find a big rock”, and in saying so he didn’t agree with it. India and the UK don’t need a big
rock in dealing with each other. He suggested that they do need a Big Idea. His big idea is that there is
a closer natural fit between the UK and India than between any other country; that we should celebrate
that fit; and that we should exploit its potential to the maximum for the benefit of all our peoples.

Dr Anupam Srivastava

CEO of Invest India
Dr Anupam Srivastava, CEO of Invest India delivered the
co-inaugural address, highlighting the mission of Invest
India, - promoting foreign investments in India in a
focussed, and structured manner while acting as a first
reference point to provide quality inputs and support
services of prospective foreign investors. He congratulated the efforts of the British business community in building partnerships with Indian businesses in promoting
trade between the two countries. He extended support
services of the Invest India to the BBG membership,
particularly to the SMEs and family owned overseas enterprises.
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KEYNOTES

Interview With – Sir James Bevan, British High Commissioner
What are your first impressions of business in
India:?
I have a very positive impression of India. I like
the entrepreneurship in India, it is everywhere
you look around. Doing business in India teaches
you to be creative and teaches you to find your
ways around challenges.
Give me one good reason why India should
invest in the UK and Vice versa?
UK is still the best place in the world to invest; low
tax regime; easiest to set-up and run business;
with 1.5m diaspora, Indians feel at home in
Britain. In India, the scale of the opportunity is
huge! We have so much in common and we
make best business partners!
Indo-British partnership: I’d like to hear your unique angle on that.
I’d like to see during my tenure here, Britain to be India’s partner of choice.
What is your view on the role of culture in making the Indo/British partnership a success?
Culture is most important aspect of partnership building. Fact that we speak a common business language of
English, we share the same value system are important aspects of that culture.
What are the challenges you see in doing business and capitalising on the huge opportunity you speak of?
I see the services sector is most protected, which needs to be opened up. EU/India free market agreement plays an
important role in unblocking some of those challenges.
If you are given an opportunity to be Prime Minister of India, what would you change? Why?
I would focus on liberalisation. I would continue the work of opening up the economy, which is good for India and
good for everyone going forward!
What is not well in India?
All the fundamentals and the key things that need to be sound in a growing country are well in India. India will
benefit from right kind of privatisation.
What would you like BBG to do to improve the business between UK and India?
I would like to see BBG grow and continue to succeed. I want the BBG to tell the success story of India to Britain
and vice versa. Establish some success measuring indicators that can demonstrate numbers. Measure your success
by incremental new business generated.
What do you have to say about the British Immigration Policy and how that is affecting the business?
Any good immigration policy should protect the country and improve the prosperity. British Immigration policy is
designed to do that and I see the Indian policies are the same.
What do you have to say about the UK Anti-Bribery Act and how does that affect doing business in India?
It is a very good Act and I feel it is having good impact on business overall. It is designed to build high standards
and provide right protections in business.
What are your impressions of the BBG Conference?
Great Conference, delighted to be here! This Conference has taken the BBG to the next level! Keep up the good
work!
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Conference Round-up
The BBG National Conference got off to a rousing start on 28th September evening with a Welcome Reception for
visiting delegates at “Cottingley”, the iconic official residence of Mike Nithavrianakis, Deputy High Commissioner
for South India. Even the weather gods seemed to smile on benevolently as the threat of rain receded and the
visiting delegates and senior business leaders from the city were treated to a sparkling classical dance recital
followed by cocktails and dinner.
The next morning, as the guests at the Conference venue – the spanking new Hyatt Regency marvelled at the
hotel’s special collection of art works by artists from around India and leafed through the booklet in the Conference folder explaining the theme on bee-conservation and how the bee-hives came to be in the hotel structure.
Chennai BBG Member, Latha Menon presented a nostalgic documentary “Old Madras & Chennai Today”,on
Chennai’s business history with it’s 373 year-old City Corporation and 176 year-old Chamber of Commerce. The
High Commissioner for India, Sir James Bevan then set the tone for the event with his well reasoned “Four myths
and One Big Idea”
The Conference theme, “The Indo-British Partnership: A Unique Opportunity” anchored by the most experienced
BBG man in India, Mark Runacres of Delhi, was encapsulated in five sessions:
A suitable match – Investments between India and Britain
What makes a Great British Success in India
The Skills Gap/ Opportunity
The Infrastructure Gap / Opportunity
The British Business Group in India : What Now?
Each and every session provided the audience with worthwhile insights, ideas and fact.
The daunting task of finding appropriate speakers to present each of these sessions was accomplished by Mark
Runacres and Christie Cherian with welcome support from Alan Rosling and Roger Pereira while Mike Nithavrianakis stepped in admirably to cover some late drop-outs by key speakers. Mark Runacres wrapped up the proceedings in style with his concluding remarks.
Refreshing cocktails and a scintillating dance performance by the Abhinava Dance Company, Bangalore followed
by Gala Dinner brought a long and great day to a close. The evening was particularly special for Louise Dawson of
BBG Chennai who won the lucky draw for a British Airways Return Club Class Ticket to London.
Asha Mathen
Barclays Wealth and Investment Management
BBG Chennai Member

Facts About Greater Chennai Region (GCR)
Population (2011)
Tamilnadu
GCR
72.14 million 9.68 million

GCR GDP Estimate
$72 bn ($125bn by 2020)

Pan-India BBG
Members 578 (corporates+individuals)
total head-count 1076
BBG Chennai
Members 102 (corporates+individuals)
total head-count 154

Chennai
4th Largest Metropolis
3rd Busiest Airport

Literacy
80.3%

Industries

50% Auto industry & 35% auto-components / 16% of software / tyre
manufacture incl largest MRF / textiles / BPOs / railway wagons /
army tanks / chemicals & fertilisers /health-care & education / freight
& logistics / film industry & post-production
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Friday, 28th September
1900

Welcome Reception & Dinner hosted by Mike Nithavrianakis
Deputy High Commissioner for South India at “Cottingley”
Dress Code: Smart Casuals

Saturday, 29th September
Dress Code: Smart Casuals
0900
Audio-visual: Old Madras & Chennai Today – Latha & Rajiv Menon
Welcome by Christie Cherian, Chairman, BBG Chennai
0930

Inaugural Address: His Excellency Sir James Bevan KCMG
High Commissioner, India
Word from GOI on Investments – Dr Anupam Srivastava, CEO – InvestIndia

1000

Session 1 – A Suitable Match: Investments between India and Britain
Chaired by Aravind Srivatsan, Partner, KPMG
Key-note presentation by major Indian Investors into UK
R Dinesh – MD, TVS Group/ Chairman – CII Tamilnadu
R Mukundan – MD, Tata Chemicals
Key-note presentation by British Investors into India
Pavitra Roy, Senior Vice-President, Serco Global Services
Peter Spackman - Director India Operations, Stadco Automotive

1115

Coffee Break - Show Case: Jaguar Land Rover

1145

Session 2 - - What makes a Great British Success in India?
Chaired by Peter Beckingham, Deputy High Commissioner, Mumbai
Swire Group – Nithin Menon, Head, Swire Shipping South Asia
HSBC – Stuart Milne, CEO India
Rolls Royce - Kishore Jayaraman, President. South-Asia
InvestIndia – Dr Anupam Srivastava, CEO
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1300

Lunch (Sponsor: G4S)

1400

Session 3 – The Skills Gap/Opportunity
Chaired by Vandana Saxena Poria OBE, Co-Chair BBG, Pune
Anita Rajan, General Manager, TCS delivering Paper by Mr S Ramadorai
Adviser to Prime Minister on National Skills Development
M V Subbiah, Chairman - National Skills Development Corporation
Roy Newey, A4e - UK Chair: UK-India Skills Forum
John Yates, Group Board Member - City & Guilds

515

Session 4 – The Infrastructure Gap/Opportunity
Chaired by Alan Rosling, Chairman & Founder - Kiran Energy
Infrastructure: T V Karthikeyan, CFO – L&T Infrastructure Development Projects
Solar power: Alan Rosling - Kiran Energy
Windpower: John Pontin OBE, Founder & Chairman / Wendy Stephenson, Group CEO
The Converging World UK
Airports & Ports: Arvind Mahajan, Senior Partner - KPMG

1630

Tea-break

1700

Session 5 -

The British Business Groups in India: what now?

Chaired by Tom Wright, Chairman, BBG Mumbai
Barry Lowen, National Director, UKTI:
UKTI/BBG Partnership
Beryl Nasse Chair, BBG Goa:
Linking into the network
David Burns, Dy Chairman & COO, BBG Dubai: 25 years of BBG in Dubai & North Emirates
Valerie Bowles, Secretary, BBG Mumbai:
Launching the National Website
1800

Conference Summing-up by Mark Runacres, BBG Delhi

1930

Cocktail Reception (Sponsor: HSBC)
& Entertainment (Sponsor: PaversEngland)
Gala Dinner
(Sponsor: BP)

2100
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A Suitable Match: Investments between India and Britain

A suitable match: Investments between India and Britain was chaired and moderated by Aravind Srivatsan, Partner, KPMG. Panel comprised of two major Indian investors into UK, Mr R Dinesh – MD, TVS
Group/Chairman CII Tamilnadu, Mr K Mukundan – MD Tata Chemicals, and two British Investors into
India, Mr Pavitra Roy, Senior VP, Serco India, and Mr Peter Spackman – Director of India Operations Stadco
Automotive.
This session echoed the positive sentiments highlighted by earlier key note speakers. Mr Dinesh narrated
the success story of TVS Logistics and how they learned and replicated the British Managerial culture back
in India and how they are continuing to take advantage of best of both UK and India business environments. Mr Mukundan was refreshingly candid, talked about the ups and downs, challenges, value of transnational brand building. He echoed a clear positive upward performance of their international investments.
Mr Pavitra Roy and Mr Peter Spackman focussed on the cultural aspects of doing business in India and
Peter summed his three most important learnings of making a British business a success in India;
“Patience.. Patience. and Patience..”
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What makes a Great British Success in India?

What makes a Great Business succeed in India – it was very lively panel discussion by some of the
pioneers and industry leaders. Panel comprised of Stuart Milne, HSBC CEO India, Nithin Menon, Head Swire Shipping South Asia, Kishore Jayaraman, President, South-Asia for Rolls Royce, Dr Anupam Srivastava CEO, Invest India. Panel was chaired by Peter Beckingham, Deputy High Commissioner, Mumbai.
Panel debated the importance of common culture, understanding of the central and state regulatory environment and need for long term commitment and demonstration of high standards as important factors
to succeed in India through their experiences of doing business in India. It was a very informative session,
gave the membership an opportunity hear the candid views of the top leadership of the big and successful British businesses well established in India and growing rapidly. It was very interesting to note how
every one learns to be patient when it comes to India!

“Business optimism here is so refreshing” Peter Beckingham

“This Conference has set a great new
Standard for the BBG” Roger Pereira
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The Skills Gap/Opportunity

The skills gap/opportunity was a hugely energising discussion with some powerful personalities and industry veterans Mr S Ramadorai, Advisor to the Prime Minister of India on National Skills Development
(delivered by Anita Rajan), M V Subbiah, Chairman National Skills Development Corporation, Roy Newey,
A4e, UK Chair of UK-India Skills Forum, John Yates, Group Board Member City & Guilds. It was moderated
by Vandana Saxena Poria OBE, Co-Chair BBG, Pune.
Mr. Ramadorai’s talk focussed on India’s growth story, the unrealized potential and how India and UK can
work together to unlock that potential. Mr MV Subbiah and Ramadorai’s talks focussed on Skilling India
through National Skills Mission and National Skills Development Corporation (NSDC) with a singular aim
to contribute significantly to the overall 500m target by fostering private sector initiatives in skilling and by
providing viability gap funding.

“We have a 500m people skills
Development challenge. Isn’t that an opportunity

“Imagine the potential of this BBG

Big enough to inspire you?” - MV Subbaiah

Partnerships in solving the real challenges of India.”

- Anita Rajan

“It is very energizing to be at this conference”
- Roy Newey
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The Infrastructure Gap/Opportunity

The infrastructure session was a lively interactive debate between Arvind Mahajan (Partner, KPMG), TV
Karthikeyan (CFO, L&T Infrastructure Development) and Wendy Stephenson (CEO, The Converging
World). It was moderated by Alan Rosling (Chairman, Kiran Energy) and also featured a short presentation from John Pontin (Chairman, The Converging World).
Arvind Mahajan set out the $1 trillion infrastructure challenge faced by India but made clear that
progress was being made both by policy makers and the private sector. TV Karthikeyan then summarised L&T Infrastructure’s success, especially in the roads sector but also pointing to Bangalore airport as
a case study.
The debate focused on why British companies are neglecting this huge opportunity. None of the companies represented were investing in infrastructure, though it was noted the UK’s relative strengths in the
sector were more in engineering and financial services. The UK invented the PPP model and yet was not
prominent in transferring learnings to India. Issues discussed included raising equity and debt for infrastructure, land acquisition, policy risks and ethical challenges. Wendy Stephenson and Alan Rosling
pointed to their own companies’ success in the energy sector.

“India needs lots of capital for infrastructure,
that is a huge opportunity” - Arvind Mahajan

“Alternative Energy is the only way
to solve our energy crisis”

- Alan Rosling
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The British Business Group in India: what now?

The British Business Group in India: what now? Was chaired by Tom Wright, Chairman, BBG Mumbai. The
panel consisted of Barry Lowen, National Director of UKTI, Beryl Nasse, Chair BBG Goa, David Burns, Dy
Chairman & COO, BBG Dubai., Valerie Bowles, Secretary BBG Mumbai.
Highlights of the session include, UKTI/BBG partnership, reciprocity, Linking into the network, celebration
of 25 years of BBG in Dubai & North Emirates and their success story being the largest BBG in the world!
Session also debated the launching of a National Website for BBG India.

Very well organised - the content of sessions and the choice of speakers very
relevant with valuable insights and information and ideas for delegates all in all, an excellent event!" - Barry Lowen
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Well done, BBG Chennai!
Sir James Bevan – British High Commissioner, India
“Dear Christie - Many thanks for inviting me, and to you and your team for
running the event so effectively. It was a great success, and I am delighted to
have been part of it. I look forward to seeing you and the other BBGs again
soon.”

Peter Beckingham - Deputy High Commissioner, Mumbai, India
“Congratulations on pulling off a great success. I too have had some very positive feedback from the event. You and your team must be very proud of what
you achieved – and probably relieved it’s over! You certainly helped to put
Chennai on the map. ”

John Yates – Manipal City & Guilds
“I am glad that my small contribution was of some help. It was a very positive
event, and I am most honoured to have been involved. It was a great pleasure
to meet and work with you. I would like to build on our working relationship
with BBG over the coming months.”

John Pontin – The Converging World , Chairman
“Thank you so much BBG Chennai for the successful Conference. The evening entertainment provided by the Indian dance troupe was most original and
beautifully performed! It was a real pleasure for me and my team (Laxsmanan,
Balajee, Wendy) to share this important day with you all at the Hyatt - a fine
hotel and one which we hope we can return to. We met, and were introduced
to, so many of your colleagues, and friends, who were supportive of our Converging World initiative with their generous comments following the opportunity you gave us to contribute to the penultimate session of the day. Very
much looking forward to working with the BBG”

Ajay Sethi – Corporate Catalyst India
“I must say that the BBG event organisers outdid themselves – what a fantastic
get together! It certainly took us away from our drab desks, physically and in
spirit, and put us in an interactive mode. I very much enjoyed sharing thoughts
with all of you at the BBG, and look forward to keeping this going.”
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Conference Take-aways
BHC / BDHC support proved invaluable in BBG Success
Chennai business moves forward in quietly positive, optimistic tone
Lots of opportunities for UK Companies in many spaces requiring
new technologies, add-on expertise and competencies
BBG inspires spirit of net-working in building relationships
UKTI fostering with BBGs great business opportunities
BBGs in India have shown way in recognising value of reciprocity
Bangalore and Kolkata business folks are planning BBGs in their cities
BBG is about celebrating Indo-British Partnerships

“This Conference is inspiring we are going
for a BBG in Bangalore” -

Ian Felton , Deputy High Commissioner Bangalore

“We are seeing a tremendous opportunity
for luxury vehicles in India” VS Arun, VST Grandeur

“We are just scratching the surface of the real
Opportunity” -

R. Mukundan
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Big Thank you to all Participants, BDHC, UKTI, Hyatt, all our sponsors
from the BBG Chennai Committee
Mike Nithavrianakis
Christie Cherian
Peter Spackman
Kunj Vaidya
Ravi Kumar
PM Belliappa
Vijay Kumar
Louise Dawson
David Yates
R Balajee
Jamie Cribb
Utsav Seth
Dawn Willamson

- Patron
- Chairman
- Co-Chairman
- Treasurer
- Member-Membership
- Member-Guest Speakers
- Member-Kerala
- Member
- Member
- Member
- BDHC Representative
- Past Chairman
- Administrator
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Our Thanks to all Sponsors
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